Product Data Sheet

Individual Gate Fittings

Fencing Tools & Accessories / Gates & Fittings
• A range of latches, hinges and accessories
• Suits common 25NB gates
• Screw-in or weld-on ﬁttings

GRAVITY-FED GATE LATCH
Whites 2-Way Gate Latch is a clever way to secure round-pipe gates. As the gate closes it lifts the latch and rests
between the latches. The latch can secure the gate from both sides.
To install, the latch can be screwed or welded onto posts and is suitable for common 25NB pipe gates.
GATE BOW LATCH
Whites Gate Bow Latch is an easy-to-use gate ﬁtting that can be screwed or welded into place.
For installation: ensure that you use screws that are suitable for the type of post, Gate Bow Latch can also be welded on
steel posts.
To use: simply lift oﬀ the latch, drop-on to the gate and secure the latch.
It suits 25NB gates.
Handy Hints:
Use with Whites Strap & Hinge Set Gate Fittings.
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SCREW-IN THREDED GUDGEON - FOR 25NB GATES
Whites Gate Pin is a strong and sturdy screw-in M20 threaded gudgeon for 25NB gates.
It is suitable for steel and timber posts and is compatible with Gate Strap Hinge.
It measures 350mm in length and includes 2 nuts and 2 washers.
*Available in VIC stores only.
STRAP HINGE - FOR TIMBER GATES
Whites Gate Strap Hinge is a strong and sturdy for support for timber gates and is compatible with
It measures 300mm in length and is made from zinc-plated steel.
*Available in VIC stores only.
HEAVY DUTY
Whites Heavy Duty Staples is a pack of 6 heavy duty staples that is ideal for attaching chains and pins to timber posts.
Designed for timber posts, the staples are simply hammered into place to secure.
Note: Available in Victoria only
RING LATCH AND CATCH
Whites Ring Latch Set includes the catch, ring latch and chain for locking gates.
For installation, ensure that you use screws that are suitable for the type of post, Ring Latch & Catch can also be welded
on steel posts.
With the gate in closed position, place the catch on inside face of the post as shown below. Mark holes pre-drill
and ﬁx.
Pass chain through gate and position chain latch plate allowing for slack. Mark holes pre-drill and ﬁx.
Handy Hints:
Use with Whites Strap & Hinge Set Gate Fittings.
RING LATCH AND CATCH

Whites Ring Latch Set includes the catch, ring latch and chain for locking gates.
For installation, ensure that you use screws that are suitable for the type of post, Ring Latch & Catch can also be welded
on steel posts.
With the gate in closed position, place the catch on inside face of the post as shown below. Mark holes pre-drill
and ﬁx.
Pass chain through gate and position chain latch plate allowing for slack. Mark holes pre-drill and ﬁx.
Handy Hints:
Use with Whites Strap & Hinge Set Gate Fittings.
DROP LATCH AND CATCH

Whites Screw-in Drop Latch gate ﬁtting is a traditional and convenient way to secure large and small gates. Simply
thread the chain through the gate and drop the latch pin into the catch to secure.
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Featuring a screw-in 12mm latch and catch with chain. Also available in Ring Latch style.
SCREW-IN GUDGEON
Whites Screw-In Gudgeon is a bottom 'hinge' for a round-pipe gate. Suitable for 25NB medium to large size gates, the
gudgeon mounts into timber posts.
Note: Available in Victoria only
RING LATCH AND CATCH

Whites Screw-in Ring Latch is a traditional and convenient way to lock large and small gates. Simply thread the chain
through the gate and place the ring latch pin around the catch to secure.
Featuring a screw-in 12mm latch and catch with chain. Also available in Drop Latch style.
BOLT LATCH WITH SPRING

Whites Spring Latch is a 12mm bolt latch with spring that can be screwed-in or welded-on.
Suitable for gates, cages and box trailers, the latch pulls back to open and then springs back into place when you want
to secure the gate or door.
LOCKING GATE LATCH SET

Whites Staple-Fix Drop Latch provides a simple way to secure large and small gates, in a traditional, rustic manner.
Simply thread the chain through the gate and drop the latch pin into the catch to secure.
Featuring two heavy-duty staples to nail into your timber post, a catch and chain.

Note: Available in Victoria only
TOP AND BOTTOM TUBULAR GATE HINGES
Whites Tubular Gate Hinges are screw-in hinge set designed to ﬁt square tube (25mm x 25mm) and rectangular tube
(25mm x 38mm) posts.
Featuring a top hinge, and an adjustable bottom hinge (screws are not included).
Note: Available in Victoria only
WELD-ON HINGES
Whites Weld-On Hinges are a slide-on/lift-oﬀ hinge designed to be welded onto steel gates and posts.
The pack is supplied as complete gate hinge set, including 2 hinges and 2 locking pins.
Available in two sizes, 12mm and 16mm.
Note: 16mm is currently only available in Victoria.
WELD-ON HINGES
Whites Weld-On Hinges are a slide-on/lift-oﬀ hinge designed to be welded onto steel gates and posts.
The pack is supplied as complete gate hinge set, including 2 hinges and 2 locking pins.
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Available in two sizes, 12mm and 16mm.
Note: 16mm is currently only available in Victoria.
PIPE SADDLES
Whites Pipe Saddles are a Hot-dip Galvanised saddles ideal for common sizes of gates and pipe ﬁttings.
Available in three sizes: 25NB, 32NB, 40NB.
Note: 16mm is currently only available in Victoria.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Code

Product Name

Length (mm)

13750

Pipe Saddle

Hot-dip Galvanised

25NB

13751

Pipe Saddle

Hot-dip Galvanised

32NB

13752

Pipe Saddle

Hot-dip Galvanised

40NB

13791

Gate Bow Latch

Galvanised

13792

Ring Latch Set

Galvanised

13881

Screw-in Ring Latch

12

Galvanised

Timber Posts

13882

Screw-in Drop Latch

12

Galvanised

Timber Posts

13883

Staple-Fix Drop Latch

Galvanised

Timber Posts

13884

Weld-on Hinges

Galvanised

Steel Gates

13885

Weld-on Hinges

Galvanised

Steel Gates

13886

Tubular Gate Hinges

Galvanised

Steel tube 25x25, 25x38

13887

2-way Latch

Galvanised

25NB gates

13888

Spring Latch

13890

Heavy Duty Staples

Galvanised

13891

Screw-in Gudgeon

Galvanised

Timber Posts

13893

Gate Strap Hinge

300

Galvanised

Timber Gates

13894

Gate Pin

350

Galvanised

Steel & Timber Posts

12

12
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Pack Qty

Suits

Galvanised
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Timber Posts
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